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models with recourse

The problem instance is revealed in “stages”
 initially we perform some anticipatory actions

 at each stage, more information released

 we may take some more recourse actions at this point

Initially, given “guesses” about final problem instance
(i.e.,  given probability distribution ¼ over problem instances)

Want to minimize:

Cost(Initial actions) + E¼ [ cost of recourse actions ]



the major themes

❶ two-stage optimization “with recourse”

linear-programming based techniques

combinatorial techniques

approx algos for stochastic vertex cover, MST

cost shares
approx algos for stochastic Steiner tree, etc.

❷ extensions and deeper investigation

how to solve large stochastic LPs

the “sample average approximation” (SAA) method

stochastic optimization online



recap: representations of ¼

 “Explicit scenarios” model

 Complete listing of the sample space

 “Black box” access to probability distribution
 generates an independent random sample from ¼

 Also, independent decisions

 Each vertex v appears with probability pv indep. of others.



recap: vertex cover

Input: graph, nodes have costs c(v).

Vertex cover: subset of nodes that 
hit (“cover”) every edge.

Output: pick the vertex cover with 
least cost.



recap: 2-stage stochastic vertex cover

Each potential outcome is called a 
“scenario”, and ¼ gives probability 
distribution over scenarios.

Vertex costs c(v) on Monday, ck(v) on 
Tuesday if scenario k happens.

Pick V0 on Monday, Vk on Tuesday
such that (V0 [ Vk) covers Ek.

Minimize c(V0) + Ek←¼ [ ck(Vk) ]

[Ravi Sinha 04, Immorlica Karger Mahdian Mirrokni 04, Shmoys Swamy 04]



Boolean variable x(v) = 1 iff v chosen on Monday, 
yk(v) = 1 iff v chosen on Tuesday if scenario k realized

minimize  v c(v) x(v) +  k pk [  v ck(v) yk(v) ]

subject to

[ x(v) + yk(v) ] + [ x(w) + yk(w) ]  ≥ 1 forall scenario k, edge (v,w) in Ek

and

x’s, y’s are Boolean

recap: LP solve and round for StocVC

Now choose V0 = { v | x*(v) ≥ ¼ }, and Vk = { v | y*k(v) ≥ ¼ }

We are increasing variables by factor of 4
we get a 4-approximation



solving the LP and rounding

 Idea useful for many stochastic problems
 Set cover, Facility location, some cut problems

 we only considered the explicit scenario model

 Tricky when the sample space is exponentially large
 exponential number of variables and constraints

 natural (non-trivial) approaches have run-times depending on the 
variance of the problem…

 Shmoys and Swamy approach:
 consider this doubly-exponential vertex cover LP in black-box model

 can approximate it arbitrarily well, smaller run-times.

 solution has exponential size, 

but we need only polynomially-large parts of it at a time.



LP feasibility using the ellipsoid method

Samantha Capozzo [http://undergraduateresearch.ucdavis.edu/explorations/2011/capozzo-s.html]



LP minimization using the ellipsoid method

Minimize linear function c ∙ x s.t. x in P
using the ellipsoid method.

Given a point x*:

if x* not in P, return a violated inequality

if x* in P, add new constraint (c ∙ x ≤ c ∙ x*) to 
get new polytope P’



minimize F(x) = v c(v) x(v) + k pk [ v ck(v) yk(v) ]

subject to

[ x(v) + yk(v) ] + [ x(w) + yk(w) ]  ≥ 1 for each k, edge (v,w) in Ek

Let’s rewrite this compactly:

minimize F(x) = v c(v) x(v) + k pk fk(x) s.t.  x(v) in [0,1] for all v.

where:

f
k
(x) = min v ck(v) yk(v) 

s.t. [ x(v) + yk(v) ] + [ x(w) + yk(w) ]  ≥ 1 for each k, (v,w) in Ek

Each fk(x) is convex, so F(x) is a convex objective function.

the vertex cover LP

k



minimize F(x) = v c(v) x(v) + k pk [ v ck(v) yk(v) ]

subject to

[ x(v) + yk(v) ] + [ x(w) + yk(w) ]  ≥ 1 for each k, edge (v,w) in Ek

Let’s rewrite this compactly:

minimize F(x) = v c(v) x(v) + k pk fk(x) s.t.  x(v) in [0,1] for all v.

where:

f
k
(x) = min v ck(v) yk(v) 
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Each fk(x) is convex, so F(x) is a convex objective function.

the vertex cover LP

k

minimize F(x) = c.x + k pk fk(x) 

s.t.  x in [0,1]n

Each fk(x) is convex. minimize convex F(x)

s.t.   x in [0,1]n



solving a convex program

Minimize convex function F(x) s.t. x in P
using the ellipsoid method.

Given a point x*:

if x* not in P, return a violated inequality

if x* in P, add new constraint F(x) ≤ F(x*) to 
get new polytope P’

These non-linear constraints are not “nice”

instead: cut using the “subgradient” at x*

What are the subgradients in our case? d is a subgradient at x* if for all x
F(x) – F(x*)≥ d ∙ (x – x*)



Minimize F(x) = c ∙ x + k pk fk(x) s.t.  x(v) in [0,1] for all v.

where:

f
k
(x) = min v ck(v) yk(v) 

s.t. [ x(v) + yk(v) ] + [ x(w) + yk(w) ]  ≥ 1 for each (v,w) in Ek

subgradients

rF(x) = r(c ∙ x + k pk fk(x))

= c + k pk rfk(x)
all assuming gradients exist,
but intuition carries over to 
subgradient case

What is rfk(x)?



f
k
(x) = min v ck(v) yk(v) 

s.t. [ x(v) + yk(v) ] + [ x(w) + yk(w) ]  ≥ 1 for each (v,w) in Ek

Take the dual of this LP for a fixed x: dual variables are zuv for edges

A little LP duality and calculations (on the board) show that:
the coordinate of rfk(x) corresponding to vertex v is

= (– w~v zuv )

(this time it is just the subgradient, so rfk(x) is abuse of notation)

subgradients

What is rfk(x)?



Minimize F(x) = c ∙ x + k pk fk(x) s.t.  x(v) in [0,1] for all v.

where:

f
k
(x) = min v ck(v) yk(v) 

s.t. [ x(v) + yk(v) ] + [ x(w) + yk(w) ]  ≥ 1 for each (v,w) in Ek

subgradients

rF(x) = r(c ∙ x + k pk fk(x))

= c + k pk rfk(x)

What is rfk(x)?

Get that F(x’) – F(x) ≥ (cv - k pk w~v zvw)(x’v – xv) 



solving a convex program

Minimize convex function F(x) s.t. x in P
using the ellipsoid method.

Given a point y:

if x* not in P, return a violated inequality

if x* in P, add new constraint F(x) ≤ F(x*) to 
get new polytope P’

(instead: cut using the “subgradient” at x*)

Can approximate subgradients using sampling, and that
approximate subgradients suffice for (1+²)-approx

Idea used, e.g., by Dyer, Kannan, Stougie for solving stochastic LPs

Computing subgradients exactly requires an exponential sum

Analysis by Shmoys and Swamy removes dependence on variance of the distribution.

F(x) – F(x*) 
≥ (cv - k pk w~v zvw)(xv– x*v ) 



Scenario Reduction:
the Sample Average Approximation method



scenario reduction

A different approach for handling black-box access to distributions.

Question: What happens if we 

 sample N scenarios from the black box for ¼

 then use the explicit-scenario techniques to get a 
good approximation for this sampled problem?

Answer: It gives good approximate solutions when N is large enough.

Question: what is “large enough”?



a first idea you’d try

Want to minimize 
F(x) = c(x) + E! ←¼[ g(x, !) ]

over x in some set X.   Say x* is the minimizer.

Sample N times, and define

F’(x) = c(x) +    k g(x, !k)  

Clearly,  if F(x) ≈ F’(x) for all x in X,  an (approx)-minimizer for one is 
also an (approx)-minimizer for the other.

N

but the N required for such a strong property might be too large!



variance?

Suppose inflation is ¸

then unless we take about D samples, the two situations look identical.
but the real objective F, and the sampled function F’ are very different.

don’t want “large” to depend on the distribution variance…

As an aside, when would you buy the           link?

When Prob[     ] ¸ 1/¸.



some “nice” conditions

Want to minimize 
F(x) = c(x) + E! ←¼[ g(x, !) ]

over x in some set X.   Say x* is the minimizer.

Suppose we have:

1. [Non-negativity] both functions c() and g() are non-negative.

2. [“Lipschitz”-condition] for all !  and for x, x’
| g(x, !) – g (x’, !) | ≤ ¸ (c(x) + c(x’))

[Simpler] Suppose we have action Ø (“do nothing”) with cost c(Ø) = 0

| g(x, !) – g (Ø, !) | ≤ ¸ c(x)

Cond’ns satisfied as long as all inflations bounded by some universal factor ¸.

[Charikar Chekuri Pal 05]



a sampling theorem

Want to minimize 
F(x) = c(x) + E! ←¼[ g(x, !) ]

over x in some set X.   Say x* is the minimizer.

Theorem:

Sample N = poly(log |X|, ¸) times, and find the minimizer x’ 
of the sample average

F’(x) = c(x) +    k g(x, !k)  

Then F(x’) ≤ 1.001 F(x*) with probability .99999.

N

Observe, does not compare the values of F(x) and F’(x’). 
Just the value of F(x) and F(x’)

[Charikar Chekuri Pal 05]



intuition for proof

Bad case for naïve approach: 
some of the !’s incur a huge cost, we don’t see them in sample.

Define: ! is “high” if g(Ø, !) ¸M for some M ¼ ¸ OPT/ε.

On these high !’s, doesn’t matter what x you choose, 
the probability of getting high omega is small (≈ ε/¸), and 

| g(x, !) – g(x*, !) | · ¸ ( c(x) + c(x*) )

On low !’s, the sample average is a good approximation 
to the real average (upto additive ± ε OPT)



 Proof on the whiteboard…



extensions

 What about NP-hard problems?

 If we can only find the approximate minimizer of F’, just repeat the 
process a few times and take the best one.

 What about maximization problems?
 No worries, it works…

 What about linear programs?
 No worries, it works.

 Essentially replace log |X| by the dimension n of the LP.



“infinite horizon” problems:
stochastic meets online



example 1: Steiner tree

Input: a metric space

a root vertex r

a subset R of terminals

Output: a tree T connecting R to r
of minimum length/cost.

Stochastic Question:  

actual terminal set appears tomorrow

(say) random sample of 10% of nodes

but edges costs are changed tomorrow

Q: What should you do?



example 1: Steiner tree

Input: a metric space

a root vertex r

a subset R of terminals

Output: a tree T connecting R to r
of minimum length/cost.

Q: how to represent the distribution?

i.i.d samples?

list of “scenarios”? 

just black box access?

pA = 0.6 pB = 0.25 pC = 0.15



example 1: Steiner tree

Doesn’t “online algorithms/competitive analysis” handle such 
multi-stage decision-making questions?

The standard approach of competitive analysis

compares our algorithm’s performance 

to an optimal algorithm that can see the future.

In stochastic analysis, we want to compare our algorithm’s performance

to the performance of best possible two-stage algorithm.

Want to level the playing field…



model II: average-case online

The Model:

Instead of being given set R up-front, 
the nodes in R arrive one-by-one.

Node must be connected to the root 
as soon as it arrives.

However, the requests not drawn 
by an adversary, but randomly from
some known stochastic process.

E.g., each node v independently 
chosen with probability pv



model II: average-case online

Measure of Goodness:

Usual measure is competitive ratio

So we consider

or

E¾ [ cost of algorithm A on ¾ ]

E¾[ OPT(set ¾) ]

E [ cost of algorithm A on ¾ ]

OPT(set ¾) 
max¾

cost of algorithm A on ¾

OPT(set ¾)
E¾



The Greedy Algorithm

Given: graph G, edge costs c: E → R, root vertex r.



The Greedy Algorithm

[Imase Waxman ’91] The greedy algorithm is O(log k)
competitive for sequences of length k.



The Greedy Algorithm

[Imase Waxman ’91] The greedy algorithm is O(log k)
competitive for sequences of length k.

And this is tight.



The Greedy Algorithm

[Imase Waxman ’91] The greedy algorithm is O(log k)
competitive for sequences of length k.

And this is tight.



for this lecture…

Suppose demands are nodes in V drawn 
uniformly at random, independently of previous demands.

uniformity: not important
could have (given) probability ¼: V  [0,1]

independence: important, lower bounds otherwise

Measure of goodness:

E¾ [ cost of algorithm A on ¾ ]

E¾[ OPT(set ¾) ]

Assume: know the length k of the sequence



greed is (still) bad

[Imase Waxman ’91] The greedy algorithm is O(log k) 
competitive for sequences of length k.

Tight example holds also for (uniformly) random demands.



however, we can prove…

For stochastic online Steiner tree, “augmented greedy” 
gets an ratio of expectations of 4 for known length k.



Augmented greedy

1. Sample k vertices A = {a1, a2, …, ak} independently.

2. Build an MST T0 on these vertices A [ root r.

3. When actual demand points  xt (for 1 · t · k) arrives,

greedily connect xt to the tree Tt-1



Augmented greedy



Augmented greedy

1. Sample k vertices A = {a1, a2, …, ak} independently.

2. Build an MST T0 on these vertices A [ root r.

3. When actual demand points  xt (for 1 · t · k) arrives,

greedily connect xt to the tree Tt-1



Proof for augmented greedy

Let S = {x1, x2, …, xk}

Claim 1: E[ cost(T0) ] ≤ 2 £ E[ OPT(S) ]

Claim 2: E[ cost of k augmentations in Step 3 ]  ≤  E[ cost(T0) ]

1. Sample k vertices A = {a1, a2, …, ak} independently.
2. Build an MST T0 on these vertices A [ root r.

3. When actual demand points  xt (for 1 · t · k) arrives,

greedily connect xt to the tree Tt-1

 Ratio of  expectations ≤ 4



Proof for augmented greedy

Let S = {x1, x2, …, xk}
Claim 2: ES,A[ augmentation cost ]  ≤ EA[ MST(A [ r) ]

Claim 2a: ES,A[  x2S d(x, A [ r) ] ≤ EA[ MST(A [ r) ]

Claim 2b: Ex,A[ d(x, A [ r) ] ≤ (1/k) EA[ MST(A [ r) ]

1. Sample k vertices A = {a1, a2, …, ak} independently.
2. Build an MST T0 on these vertices A [ root r.

3. When actual demand points  xt (for 1 · t · k) arrives,

greedily connect xt to the tree Tt-1



Proof for augmented greedy

Claim 2b: Ex,A[ d(x, A [ r) ] ≤ (1/k) EA[ MST(A [ r) ]

Consider the 
MST(A [ x [ r)



Proof for augmented greedy

Claim 2b: Ex,A[ d(x, A [ r) ] ≤ (1/k) EA[ MST(A [ r) ]

= E[ distance from one random point to (k random points [ r) ]

≥ (1/k) * k * Ey, A-y[ distance(y, (A-y) [ r) ]

≥ E[ distance from one random point to (k-1 random points [ r) ]

≥ E[ distance from one random point to (k random points [ r) ]



Proof for augmented greedy

Let S = {x1, x2, …, xk}

Claim 1: E[ cost(T0) ] ≤ 2 £ E[ OPT(S) ]

Claim 2: E[ cost of k augmentations in Step 3 ]  ≤  E[ cost(T0) ]

1. Sample k vertices A = {a1, a2, …, ak} independently.
2. Build an MST T0 on these vertices A [ root r.

3. When actual demand points  xt (for 1 · t · k) arrives,

greedily connect xt to the tree Tt-1

 Ratio of  expectations ≤ 4



Extensions of these ideas

Getting a result for unknown k requires more tricks

 “Guess-and-double” on the length does not work

 Have to “guess-and-double” on the expected cost!

Extending  to other problems

 Use “strict” cost shares from offline stochastic problems

 In fact, give “universal” algorithms for these problems.

The “expected ratio” case
 fairly different techniques

 Fact: greedy is O(log log n) competitive on O(log n) length seq.



 do expected ratio on board?



Approximations for 
Multistage Stochastic Programs



k stages of decision making

k-stages of decision-making

[Gupta Pal Ravi Sinha ’05]

O(k) approximation for 
k-stage  Steiner tree.

[Swamy Shmoys ’05]

O(k) for k-stage facility location, 
vertex cover.
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Say, the cost increases by a factor of ̧ = 2 from the first to the 
second stage

Boosted Sampling Algorithm: 
Sample ¸ scenarios.
Build a first-stage solution on the union of these scenarios.

When you get the actual scenario, 
augment the solution in the obvious way.



Say, the cost of every edge increases by a factor of 2 at every stage.



Say, the cost of every edge increases by a factor of 2 at every stage.



Say, the cost of every edge increases by a factor of 2 at every stage.



Theorem: k-stage boosted-sampling is a 2k-approximation for Steiner tree.

Say, the cost of every edge increases by a factor of 2 at every stage.



other directions being considered



Demand-robust models:

In two-stage stochastic problems, want to minimize

first-stage cost + Escenarios [ second stage cost ]

What about:

first-stage cost + maxscenarios [ second stage cost ]

Other directions



Demand-robust models:

min   first-stage cost + maxscenarios [ second stage cost ]

[Dhamdhere Goyal Ravi Singh][Khandekar Kortsarz Salavatipour]

first approximation for such problems – Steiner tree, facility location, …

[Feige Jain Mahdian Mirrokni] [Gupta Nagarajan Ravi][G. Nagarajan Vazirani]

robust problems with exponentially many scenarios, …

What can we say for other functions apart from sum and max?

Chance-constrained models (see problem set for some instances)

Other directions



 Most ideas apply to covering problems like Steiner tree, Vertex cover, Set 
cover, facility location, some flow and cut problems…

 Stochastic inventory control problems
[Levi Pal Roundy Shmoys] use cost-balancing ideas to get 

constant-factor approximations.

 Stochastic matching problems
[Katriel Kenyon-Mathieu Upfal] study two-stage stochastic versions of 

matching problems, many hardness results.

 Stochastic and Robust p-median-type problems
[Anthony Goyal Gupta Nagarajan] give poly-log approximations 

for many p-median type problems.

Other directions



 Sample complexity
If each new sample incurs a cost, how to minimize the total cost?

What is the tradeoff between sampling and approximation

Connections to active learning, and self-improving algorithms

 Life between expectation (stochastic) and worst-case (robust)
How do we keep the variance low? 

What if the adversary is allowed to make small (adversarial) changes to the 
random instances? (Semi-random models)

“Preprocessing” models: can do even exponential work in the first stage, but 
store poly-space, and then do poly-time in subsequent stages.

Some preliminary results are known for these problems: 
many questions are still open.

Other directions



that’s all, folks…


